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Abstract
To improve wildlife connectivity across the U.S., managers need to identify and prioritize movement
barriers in need of mitigation. Roadway barriers may be semi-permeable and allow some movement
either at-grade or via non-wildlife underpasses, but permeability can depend on species-specific
behaviors and underpass characteristics. We used a combination of trail cameras and GPS collars to
monitor desert bighorn (Ovis canadensis nelsoni) movement near highways and use of non-wildlife
underpasses along I-15 and I-40 near Mojave National Preserve, CA. After year 1, we installed guzzlers
near target underpasses in a before-after-control-impact (BACI) framework to assess changes in desert
bighorn detection over 2 years post-installation. GPS collar data confirmed that desert bighorn moved
close enough to 10 of 11 focal underpasses to easily access and use these structures to cross I-15 and
I-40. Trail cameras at five sites recorded desert bighorn using habitat very near underpasses and even
resting in a culvert tunnel, but no data indicated desert bighorn used underpasses or culverts to cross
either highway. Meanwhile, species including coyote (Canis latrans), bobcat (Lynx rufus), and feral burro
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(Equus asinus) regularly used monitored underpasses. Adding a novel water resource did not significantly
increase desert bighorn detection rate on underpass cameras at impact sites relative to control sites
after 2 years, and no images suggested bighorn used the installed guzzlers. Patterns of desert bighorn
habitat use in the region and lack of observed highway crossings during the study indicate generally low
permeability of I-15 and I-40 for this species and a mismatch between non-wildlife underpass locations,
design, and desert bighorn behavior.
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Introduction
Wildlife connectivity has become a major focus of conservation efforts nation-wide, with many policies
and projects focused on improving connectivity across transportation infrastructure (USDOI et al. 2021).
Highways and other roads limit wildlife movement, fragment habitat, and present risks to drivers and
wildlife alike from wildlife-vehicle collisions (Rytwinski and Fahrig 2015). The type and extent of a road’s
impact depends on several factors including willingness of animals to cross the roadway, and on roadway
permeability, i.e., the ability to cross the road successfully when attempting to do so (Carr et al. 2002).

Wildlife may avoid high-traffic roads entirely or may attempt to cross roads either at-grade or via existing
crossing structures (e.g., culverts, overpasses, and underpasses). In regions that lack structures targeted
for wildlife use, barrier permeability depends on wildlife-vehicle collision rates and the use of non-wildlife
underpasses (i.e., underpasses engineered for purposes other than wildlife use). Regardless of their
designed purpose, underpasses provide wildlife safe passage beneath the flow of traffic, but their
location and design largely affect their success as wildlife corridors (Glista et al. 2009). If passage rates
using existing methods are too low to allow critical ecological processes, a road’s barrier effect can have
multiple negative consequences beyond direct mortality and indicate a need for mitigation.

In 2022, the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) named interstate highway 15 (I-15) one of
several priority barriers that affects multiple species of conservation interest including desert bighorn
sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni; hereafter, desert bighorn; CDFW 2022). Desert bighorn are particularly



susceptible to fragmentation due to their metapopulation structure, which entails a patchy distribution
and reliance on inter-mountain movements to reduce inbreeding and extirpation risks (Schwartz et al.
1986; Epps et al. 2006). Research in the region shows that highways including I-15, I-40, and I-10
intersect potentially important movement corridors for desert bighorn and act as substantial barriers
(Epps et al. 2005; Aiello et al. 2023). The limited number of documented desert bighorn-vehicle strikes on
these highways belies their negative impacts, which include reductions in habitat access, population
connectivity, genetic diversity, and gene flow (Epps et al. 2005; Creech et al. 2014; Aiello et al. 2023).

Currently, desert bighorn must either risk mortality by crossing at-grade or use available non-wildlife
underpasses if they are to access habitat across major highways in Southern California. In this region,
several species including coyote, bobcat, and mule deer use non-wildlife underpasses to cross busy
highways (Ng et al. 2004; Murphy-Mariscal et al. 2015), but evidence of desert bighorn using
underpasses is sparse. Roadway ecologists advise that bighorn prefer open structures such as
overpasses and avoid many underpasses due to perceived risks (Clevenger and Huijser 2011; Gagnon et
al. 2022). Still, bighorn may use underpasses if large non-wildlife structures coincidentally occur in
preferred terrain (Gagnon et al. 2017), or when targeted wildlife underpasses are built at locations where
bighorn are known to cross roadways (Wilson 2023).

Existing data suggested that desert bighorn rarely, if ever, crossed major interstate highways near
Mojave National Preserve, CA (Epps et al. 2005) until 2015, when multiple GPS collared animals
successfully crossed both I-15 and I-40 (Dekelaita et al. 2023). The collar data could not confirm whether
these occurred at-grade or via an underpass. However, multiple I-40 crossing events aligned closely with
an underpass at Willow Springs Wash and seemed a likely pathway. New genetic data also suggested
successful movement of desert bighorn across I-40 (Epps et al. 2018), and indicated enough permeability
to allow for some gene flow across the highway. The crossing events led to a re-evaluation of previous
assumptions that I-15 and I-40 were complete barriers and instigated further research on desert bighorn
movement and connectivity across these two major highways.

In light of these events, we evaluated the extent to which desert bighorn encounter and use underpasses
near predicted genetic corridors impacted by I-15 and I-40 (including Willow Springs Wash), and whether
resource manipulations could increase bighorn use of underpasses. We deployed camera trap arrays over
3 years at non-wildlife underpasses near desert bighorn populations also monitored with GPS collars.
After the first year of monitoring, we installed temporary water sources (guzzlers) within sight of three
focal underpasses. A new water source might increase the time bighorn spend in proximity to
underpasses, and consequently the probability of finding and using them to cross the highway.

We monitored the approach area and tunnels of underpasses, as well as collar-recorded movements, for
1 year before and 2 years after guzzler installations to examine patterns of desert bighorn activity near
highways and focal underpasses. Our analysis of GPS collar and camera data focused on four primary
questions: 1) Were bighorn sheep likely to encounter these underpasses given their movement and
habitat preferences?; 2) Was camera effort adequate to detect bighorn sheep use of underpasses?; 3)
Where did bighorn sheep most often use (or approach) highway underpasses?; 4) Did the experimental
addition of guzzlers increase the rate of bighorn underpass use (or approach) relative to control sites?



Methods
Study Area
The study focused on sections of I-15 and I-40 in San Bernardino County, CA, USA between Barstow, CA
and the California-Nevada state line. These two highways form the northern and southern boundary of
the Mojave National Preserve (35.112°N, 115.523°W) in the central Mojave Desert and intersect
movement corridors identified for desert bighorn (Epps et al. 2005, 2007; Creech et al. 2014). The
California Department of Transportation (CalTrans) manages the highway right-of-way where we installed
all cameras and guzzlers, while the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and National Park Service (NPS)
manage most lands beyond the right-of-way. We conducted all research activities under CalTrans
encroachment permits 08-18-N-SV-0792, 08-18-N-SV-0793, and 08-20-N-SV-0918, BLM right-of-way grant
CACA-05827, and NPS research and collecting permits MOJA-2017-SCI-0003 and MOJA-2020-SCI-0002.

Within the study area, the focal section of I-15 runs through elevations ranging 285–1444 m, primarily
through low-elevation creosote-scrub (Larrea tridentata), with a higher-elevation region dominated by
Joshua tree (Yucca brevifolia) between Halloran Summit and Mountain Pass (Thomas et al. 2018). The
focal section of I-40 runs through elevations ranging 523–992 m through predominantly creosote-scrub.
The area is characterized by basin and range topography; low desert scrub valleys separate distinct
mountain ranges currently or historically used by desert bighorn populations. Desert bighorn are capable
of travelling the distances across valleys between mountain ranges currently divided by each highway
(Epps et al. 2005; Creech et al. 2014; Dekelaita et al. 2023), and could reasonably access and use
underpasses to cross under the highway considering distance and terrain alone.

GPS Collars and Near-Highway Activity
From 31 Oct–5 Nov 2018, CDFW coordinated capture of 49 adult desert bighorn sheep (25 male, 24
female) along I-15 and I-40. Detailed methods for GPS collar deployments, settings, and data processing
were previously described by Aiello et al. (2023). Here, we use the smoothed trajectories and a
simulation-based utilization distribution (UD) produced by that effort to describe bighorn activity near
underpass sites along I-15 and I-40. Smoothed trajectories were the product of outlier removal and time-
series kriging of GPS locations using an error-model and continuous time movement model (Fleming et
al. 2020). Without applying this process, GPS error in the raw collar data produced unrealistic movement
and spurious highway crossings.

Deployed collars were set to increase fix rate to one location per 30 min when animals came within
approximately 1 km of either I-15 or I-40. We first removed locations that occurred when sun angles were
below a threshold associated with decreased nighttime movement (as described by Aiello et al. 2023)
and then subset the remaining data to 30-min fix locations near highways. We calculated step lengths as
the Euclidean distance between all consecutive GPS points and identified the maximum-recorded step
length. We then determined the distance from each point to our focal underpasses within a threshold
distance set by the maximum step length. We used the Overlapping package in R (Pastore 2018) to
calculate the percent overlap between the distribution of distance to underpass and step length
distribution for each focal underpass. Overlap would indicate that animals came close enough to
underpasses to easily approach and use the structure on the next step.



Because the sampled GPS trajectories only reflect a subset of possible bighorn movements within the
study region, we also examined the results of model-based movement simulations to assess where
desert bighorn would most likely travel near both highways. Aiello et al. (2023) used step selection
functions to simulate movement throughout the study area while accounting for habitat preferences and
highway avoidance. The collection of simulations run with I-15 and I-40 acting as movement barriers was
converted to a utilization distribution raster where each 250 m x 250 m grid cell was given a rank from
1–20 and larger values indicated a higher predicted probability of use by desert bighorn (Aiello et al.
2023). To identify where desert bighorn most likely encountered each highway, we first segmented I-15
and I-40 into sections equal to the average maximum step length per individual (estimated from GPS
data described above). We applied a buffer on either side of each segment of the same length and
calculated the mean UD value for all cells intersecting the buffer. We examined the mean UD values for
segments including a focal underpass, as well as adjacent areas to determine if underpass locations
aligned with highly used areas by desert bighorn.

Camera Surveys
Our camera sample design was non-random and targeted to capture desert bighorn sheep using highway
underpasses to move between fragmented habitats. We considered 34 structures within the study area
and primarily excluded small culverts with height or width < 3 m. We prioritized large, open structures
and those closest to rugged terrain or bighorn movements previously recorded by GPS collars or inferred
through genetic analyses (Epps et al. 2007, 2018; Creech et al. 2014; Prentice et al. 2018). We selected
11 underpasses with suitable characteristics for bighorn use and deployed 2–4 trail cameras between 1
Nov 2018 and 22 Oct 2021 at each underpass (Fig. 1; Table S1 (PDF)). We affixed cameras to posts
approximately 0.5–0.6 m from the ground and serviced and downloaded data approximately every
month. Cameras either viewed approach habitat (i.e., faced away from underpass tunnels) on each side
of the highway (camera.view = approach), faced culvert openings or spans beneath bridges
(camera.view = tunnel), or faced guzzlers added to three sites to encourage underpass use (camera.view
= guzzler). Large bridge sites included 4 camera locations: 1 north approach, 1 south approach, and 2
tunnel views (Fig. 1 inset). Smaller culvert sites included one tunnel and 1–2 approach cameras.

#fig1in5.110
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Figure 1. Non-wildlife underpass sites (n = 11) along highways I-15 and I-40 surveyed with cameras 1
Nov 2018–22 Oct 2021 to detect desert bighorn sheep use of underpasses near Mojave National
Preserve, CA. Guzzlers were installed one year into surveys at sites outlined in red (n = 3) to encourage
underpass use. Adult desert bighorn (n = 49) were collared in 2018 and the resulting movement
trajectories (further described in Aiello et al. 2023) were subset in this study to identify bighorn activity
near focal underpasses.
We discontinued camera surveys at Mojave River overflow after repeated theft, leaving 10 remaining
sites (I-15 = 4, I-40 = 6). We also discontinued tunnel-view camera deployments at Rocky Wash due to
theft early in the study, and instead added a second approach camera that was less visible to tunnel
users (an open ATV route passed through this tunnel). We also added a second tunnel view camera set to
timelapse on the north side of culvert A for the final year of monitoring. We observed groups of bighorn
at the mouth of this culvert in year 1 and 2 and added an additional camera to ensure bighorn culvert
use was not missed due to inadequate camera coverage.

Approach cameras were either Browning Strike Force Pro XD or Strike Force HD Pro cameras
(Prometheus Group LLC, Birmingham, AL) set to record timelapse videos comprised of images taken
every minute during daylight hours. We used timelapse settings for approach cameras to detect animals
active near underpasses that could potentially cross under the highway. All timelapse cameras also
recorded an image if motion-triggered, but we expected that many animals with the opportunity to use
underpasses would not be close enough to trigger sensors. The combination of timelapse and motion-
triggered settings allowed us to capture more (though not all) animals with crossing opportunities. Tunnel
and guzzler cameras were Bushnell Trophy Cam or NatureView cameras (Bushnell Corporation, Overland



Park, KS) set to record an image when motion-triggered, with a 1-second quiet period between triggers.
We assumed that animals captured on these cameras represent species that used the associated
underpass or guzzler to some extent. We did not use image data to assess whether animals successfully
travelled from one side of the highway to the other.

Underpass Manipulations
We selected three underpass sites along I-40 to modify after 1 year of camera surveys. We chose to
modify I-40 sites and not I-15 sites because of concerns regarding infectious pathogens within the desert
bighorn metapopulation. At the time of the study, genetic and GPS-recorded movements indicated
bighorn already interacted across I-40 (Epps et al. 2018; Dekelaita et al. 2023); we assumed that any
additional connectivity resulting from added guzzlers would not further contribute to pathogen spread
beyond the existing extent of the outbreak. Lab tests of samples acquired during animal capture further
confirmed presence of the same strain of Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae (the primary pathogen associated
with the outbreak) on both sides of I-40 (Shirkey et al. 2023).

During 13–14 Nov 2019, we installed artificial water sources (guzzlers; Rainmaker Products LLC,
Bellingham, WA) at Old Dad Wash, Orange Blossom Wash, and Marble Wash (Fig. 1). We chose guzzler
locations at a site based on visibility of the underpass and minimum distance to sloped terrain, while also
staying within the highway right-of-way (Fig. 2). We monitored all guzzlers with Browning Strike Force
Pro XD or Strike Force HD Pro cameras set to take one image when motion-triggered with a 1-second
quiet period between triggers. We installed replacement cameras as needed and serviced cameras
approximately monthly until we removed all cameras and guzzlers during 21–22 October 2021.

#fig1in5.110
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Figure 2. A) Guzzler set-up at Marble Wash and B) view of the I-40 Marble Wash underpass
from the guzzler. We installed guzzlers near 3 of 11 underpasses one year into a 3-year camera survey to
increase the chance of desert bighorn sheep finding and using underpasses to cross highways near
Mojave National Preserve, CA. C) Example image of mule deer using Clark Mountain Ditch to travel under
I-15 and D) Desert bighorn sheep investigating Culvert A after knocking the camera askew. No images
documented bighorn further in the culvert than this example.

Camera Data Processing
We used different methods to process timelapse and motion-triggered photo data. We viewed all
timelapse videos at half-speed and identified all medium- to large-bodied mammals, excluding humans
and domestic dogs travelling with humans. Each reviewer recorded their confidence in the species
observed as “certain” or “uncertain”. A second expert reviewer examined all uncertain observations and
any observations of bighorn sheep or mule deer (species of similar size and shape that may be confused
at a distance), and revised records as needed. We did not identify small mammals or other taxa, and if
no bighorn sheep were documented in timelapse videos after reviewing 2 years of data, we did not
review year 3 data at those sites to reduce processing time. We created a binary (1/0) matrix describing
detection of each species on each active camera-day and summarized camera effort as the total number
of camera-days recorded on all reviewed timelapse videos. We excluded any videos or observations from
final analyses if the daily timelapse video covered less than 8 hours to ensure that our unit of effort
(camera-day) was comparable across the study period.



All motion-triggered photos were loaded into Wildlife Insights (Ahumada et al. 2020) and manually
tagged to the lowest taxonomic level possible for all three years of monitoring. We downloaded photo
and tag data on 16 Sept 2023 (Aiello et al. 2018). We combined photo data from all cameras at a site for
each view (approach, tunnel, guzzler), corrected known timestamp errors, and filtered the data to all
identifiable mammal species except humans and domestic dogs with humans. We then reduced the
dataset to independent detection events. We considered multiple observations of the same species at a
site to be independent events if they occurred at least 1 hour apart. We summarized camera effort for
each camera view and site as the total number of active camera-days across all camera deployments.
We processed camera observation and effort data, and completed analyses described below using
program R (v.4.2.1).

Sample Coverage
Due to varying camera numbers per site, camera and battery failure, user error, and theft, camera effort
varied across sites and camera views (Table 1). To determine if the total effort was long enough to
detect all species at each site and camera view, we used the R package iNEXT (Hsieh et al. 2016) to
estimate sample coverage. Sample coverage ranges between 0–1 and reflects the probability that a
newly captured animal would belong to one of the species already documented given the current camera
effort and species detection frequencies. Estimates close to or equal to 1 indicate complete coverage of
the sampled area. To inform future camera surveys, we calculated the mean ± standard error (SE) of
camera-days needed to reach a sample coverage of 0.99 for each camera view.

Table 1. Summary of timelapse (tlapse) and motion-triggered (photo) camera data collected at each
underpass site and camera view from 1 Nov 2018–22 Oct 2021. Sites include focal underpasses along
highways I-15 and I-40 targeted for potential desert bighorn use near Mojave National Preserve, CA, USA.
Camera Views included: approach habitat (i.e., faced away from underpass tunnels) on each side of the
highway (approach), culvert openings or spans beneath bridges (tunnel), or guzzlers added to three sites
to encourage underpass use (guzzler). Camera Days indicates the number of unique camera-days of
active monitoring included in the study. Species Observed refers to the number of unique mammal
species identified throughout the study, where all mammal species were identified in photo data and only
medium- to large-bodied mammals were identified in timelapse data. Sample Coverage ranges from 0–1
and estimates the probability that a newly documented animal would be a species already detected
given the current camera effort and previous detections.

Hwy Site Camera View Data Type Camera
Days

Species
Observed

Sample
Coverage

I-15 Clark Mountain Ditch approach tlapse 1494 6 1

I-15 Clark Mountain Ditch approach photo 2052 5 1

I-15 Clark Mountain Ditch tunnel photo 2095 11 1

I-15 Kali Ditch approach tlapse 1331 3 1

I-15 Kali Ditch approach photo 1884 7 1

I-15 Kali Ditch tunnel photo 2073 10 1

#tab1in5.110


Hwy Site Camera View Data Type Camera
Days

Species
Observed

Sample
Coverage

I-15 Mojave River
Overflow

approach tlapse 23 0 NAa

I-15 Mojave River
Overflow

approach photo 57 0 NAa

I-15 Mojave River
Overflow

tunnel photo 26 0 NAa

I-15 Oat Ditch approach tlapse 1394 2 1

I-15 Oat Ditch approach photo 1910 5 1

I-15 Oat Ditch tunnel photo 1973 6 1

I-15 Rocky Wash approach tlapse 1687 2 1

I-15 Rocky Wash approach photo 1747 2 1

I-15 Rocky Wash tunnel photo 242 0 NAa

I-40 Bristol Mountain
Wash

approach tlapse 1530 3 1

I-40 Bristol Mountain
Wash

approach photo 2057 3 1

I-40 Bristol Mountain
Wash

tunnel photo 2037 9 1

I-40 Culvert A approach tlapse 894 3 1

I-40 Culvert A approach photo 1030 2 1

I-40 Culvert A tunnel tlapse 219 3 0.802b

I-40 Culvert A tunnel photo 1313 11 0.997

I-40 Marble Wash approach tlapse 1912 4 1

I-40 Marble Wash approach photo 1942 2 1

I-40 Marble Wash tunnel photo 1968 6 1

I-40 Marble Wash guzzler photo 566 7 0.998

I-40 Old Dad Wash approach tlapse 1859 3 1

I-40 Old Dad Wash approach photo 1942 5 1

I-40 Old Dad Wash tunnel photo 2123 8 1

I-40 Old Dad Wash guzzler photo 491 9 1



Hwy Site Camera View Data Type Camera
Days

Species
Observed

Sample
Coverage

I-40 Orange Blossom
Wash

approach tlapse 1812 4 1

I-40 Orange Blossom
Wash

approach photo 1937 5 1

I-40 Orange Blossom
Wash

tunnel photo 2073 7 1

I-40 Orange Blossom
Wash

guzzler photo 445 8 0.998

I-40 Willow Springs Wash approach tlapse 1945 4 1

I-40 Willow Springs Wash approach photo 2001 8 1

I-40 Willow Springs Wash tunnel photo 2078 8 1

a Inadequate data to calculate coverage
b Camera added in year 3

Desert Bighorn Detections
To identify which underpasses had the highest potential for desert bighorn use, we calculated bighorn
detections per 100 camera-days (independent observations / camera-days * 100) from approach
cameras at each site. We assumed that sites with higher bighorn detection rate on cameras viewing the
surrounding habitat have more bighorn active within sight of highway underpasses, and a higher
potential for underpass use. We similarly calculated bighorn detection rate for tunnel cameras to
determine whether any underpasses were potentially used by bighorn to cross under the highway and if
so, how often.

Bighorn Detections Pre- and Post-Guzzler Installation
Due to limited detections of bighorn on tunnel cameras, it was not possible to compare bighorn
underpass use relative to guzzler installations. Instead, we assessed the effect of guzzlers on bighorn
approach rates. We analyzed monthly bighorn detections from timelapse data relative to guzzler status
(guzzler.added = “Yes” or “No”) and guzzler period (guzzler.period = “Year Before”, “Year 1”, or “Year
2”). We used data from all sites with at least one bighorn detection in a Before-After-Control-Impact
(BACI) analysis (Wauchope et al. 2021). We considered sites without guzzlers added as controls and
those with guzzlers added as impact sites. We analyzed the response variable, monthly bighorn
detections, in a negative binomial mixed effects model to account for the right skew in the detection
distribution and repeated measures at each site. We included the number of active camera-days as an
offset term to account for variable effort, a random intercept for site, and the fixed effects guzzler.added,
guzzler.period and their interaction. We used the estimated coefficients (b ± SE) for the interaction terms
guzzler.added*guzzler.period and their associated p-values (P) to determine whether bighorn activity
responded to the addition of guzzlers at underpasses and in what direction, i.e., was there an increase,



decrease, or no change in detection rate relative to the impact. The model was estimated using the
package glmmTMB (Arni et al. 2017).

Results
Near-Highway Activity
As previously reported by Aiello et al. (2023), no collared bighorn successfully crossed either highway
during the study. We recorded 22,172 near-highway locations for 22 unique individuals. The step lengths
recorded for consecutive near-highway points ranged from 0.07 m to 2,644 m with mean 82.4 m, and an
average maximum step length per individual of 927 m. Collared desert bighorn came within a single step
length to 10 out of 11 focal underpasses (Fig. 3). The distributions of distance to an underpass and step
lengths overlapped the most at Culvert A, where desert bighorn GPS locations came as close as 14.5 m
to the culvert. Even though collared bighorn rarely came within step length distance of Willow Springs
Wash during the study period, the simulated UD suggested a moderate probability of desert bighorn
activity near this underpass (mean UD rank = 11.1; Table S1 (PDF)). We could not calculate an overlap
metric for Bristol Mountain Wash, as only one GPS point came within a single step length of this site. Kali
Ditch had the least evidence of nearby desert bighorn activity; no recorded locations came within the
maximum step length of this site and simulation UDs suggested only rare use of the area surrounding the
underpass (mean UD rank = 4.21; Table S1 (PDF)). Though many underpasses occurred in areas
predicted to have moderate bighorn activity, they were rarely located in the highway segment with the
highest UD values of the local area (Fig. 4).

Figure 3. Comparison of distances travelled by collared desert bighorn over 30 min intervals (grey
shaded bars) and distance from these collar locations to a focal underpass (blue or orange bars) for each
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site (n = 11) near Mojave National Preserve, CA. We calculated step length (Euclidean distance between
consecutive points) for all collar locations within a 1 km buffer around I-15 or I-40 (n = 22,172 points
from 22 individual bighorn), and distance to each underpass for all locations within 2,644 m (the
maximum recorded step length) of the underpass. The percent overlap between kernel density estimates
of step length and distance to underpass is displayed top left. Overlap indicates that animals came close
enough to underpasses to easily approach and use the structure on the next step. The x-axis is plotted
on log base-10 scale to aid visualization of overlap between the distributions.

Figure 4. Predicted desert bighorn activity near segments of highways I-15 and I-40 near Mojave
National Preserve, CA. Each segment is shaded according to mean utilization distribution (UD) values
within a 927 m buffer. Buffer size was determined using the average maximum step length per individual
desert bighorn sheep that came within 1 km of either highway. The UD raster describes the likelihood of
desert bighorn movement through an area as a ranked value from 1–20 (low to high likelihood) and was
the product of movement simulations described in Aiello et al (2023). Grey shaded segments overlapped
areas never used during simulations.

Sample Coverage
We excluded discontinued camera locations (Mojave River Overflow, Rocky Wash tunnel camera) from
statistics reported hereafter, but see Table 1 for summary data from all sites. Sample coverage was
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estimated to be ≥ 0.99 and indicated a high probability that we detected all species using the surveyed
area except for the north-side tunnel-view from the culvert A timelapse camera added in the final year of
surveys (Table 1). The mean (± SE) of camera-days predicted necessary to reach 0.99 sample coverage
based on motion-triggered data was 607 ± 48.0 for approach cameras, 417 ± 35.5 for tunnel cameras,
and 55.4 ± 6.74 for guzzler cameras. Timelapse data averaged 976 ± 45.0 video-days to reach 0.99
sample coverage. Our camera effort averaged (± SE) 1850 ± 30.2, 1970 ± 28.0, and 501 ± 20.4 camera-
days for motion-triggered data from approach, tunnel and guzzler cameras respectively and 1586 ± 32.7
camera-days for timelapse approach videos. During this time, we documented 16 mammal species
across all camera views in motion-triggered photos (approach = 12, tunnel = 16, guzzler = 10) and 7
medium- to large-bodied mammal species in timelapse approach videos (Table S1; Figs. S1–S3 (PDF)).

Desert Bighorn Detections
We observed desert bighorn sheep on approach cameras at 5 of 10 sites and calculated the highest
detection rates at culvert A and Marble Wash sites along I-40 (Table 2). All bighorn approach
observations occurred on the south side of the highway except for Willow Springs Wash where we
observed two north-side approaches and three south-side approaches. We never observed desert
bighorn on guzzler camera photos and observed bighorn on tunnel cameras at one site only–culvert A.
This tunnel camera faced the opening of the culvert and documented groups of bighorn sheep moving
past and occasionally resting within the shade of the culvert mouth on hot summer afternoons (Fig. 2D
(PDF)). We recorded 16 independent bighorn events on the culvert A tunnel camera over 1313 camera-
days (1.22 detections/100 camera-days). However, after reviewing all images and scanning the area on
both sides of the culvert after these events for fecal pellets and tracks, we found no evidence that
bighorn actually used the culvert to cross under the highway. During some of these detections, the
camera captured GPS-collared animals whose GPS data also showed no evidence of ever crossing the
highway. The additional timelapse camera added on the north side of this culvert viewed the tunnel exit
and documented three species over 219 camera-days: coyote, grey fox, and bobcat.

Table 2. Desert bighorn sheep detection rates in timelapse videos from underpass sites with at least one
bighorn detection. Timelapse videos were recorded by trail cameras that faced approach habitat north
and south of underpass openings along highways I-15 and I-40 from 1 Nov 2018–22 Oct 2021. Videos
comprised photos taken every minute during daylight hours and were reviewed to record daily detections
of medium- to large-bodied mammals. N Detections is the total number of daily desert bighorn
detections. We calculated N Detections / reviewed camera-days * 100 to estimate desert bighorn
detection rate per 100 camera-days.

Hwy Site Guzzler Added N Detections Detections/100 camera-days

I-40 Culvert A No 67 7.49

I-40 Marble Wash Yes 57 2.98

I-40 Willow Springs Wash No 5 0.26

I-40 Orange Blossom Wash Yes 2 0.11

I-15 Rocky Wash No 1 0.06
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Bighorn Detections Pre- and Post-Guzzler Installation
Of the five sites with bighorn observations on approach cameras, two were sites with guzzler additions
and three were sites without guzzler additions (Table 2). We detected few to no bighorn at most times
and locations (Fig. 5). The BACI analysis indicated no detectable effect of guzzler installations on
monthly approach rates at impact sites when compared to approach rates at control sites (guzzler.addedY

* guzzler.periodYear1 interaction term: b = -0.337 ± 0.842 SE, P = 0.689; guzzler.addedY *
guzzler.periodYear2 interaction term: b = -1.180 ± 0.846 SE, P = 0.163).
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Figure 5. Monthly desert bighorn detection rates in timelapse data collected by cameras at underpass
sites with at least one bighorn detection (5 of 10 sites with adequate data) near Mojave National



Preserve, CA. Timelapse cameras faced approach habitat north and south of underpass openings along
highways I-15 and I-40 from 1 Nov 2018–22 Oct 2021. Of the five sites with desert bighorn detections,
two were sites with guzzlers installed after study year 1 and three were considered no-guzzler controls in
a before-after-control-impact (BACI) analysis.

Discussion
A majority of our road infrastructure in the U.S. was built without considering wildlife movement. As a
result, the spatial distribution and design of these structures may not align with wildlife preferences and
needs. Our multi-year study of non-wildlife underpasses near fragmented desert bighorn habitat suggests
the focal structures may only be rarely, if ever, used as movement corridors by this particular species.
Despite evidence in both movement and camera data that desert bighorn in the region had opportunities
to use non-wildlife underpasses, we documented no concrete evidence of highway crossings via these
structures. Meanwhile, we observed other mammal species with less strict habitat preferences including
coyote, bobcat, and feral burros, regularly use underpasses. Our results indicate a need for modifications
or new structures that better align with desert bighorn movement and behavior if priority genetic or
demographic connections are to be strengthened across I-15 and I-40.

In any camera monitoring effort, not detecting a species may be indicative of circumstances other than
true absence. A species may be present but missed due to detection error (Jumeau et al. 2017) or may
use the site outside of the timeframes of the study (Kays et al. 2020). Jumeau et al. (2017) compared
continuous video streams to triggered photo detections of wildlife using small culverts and found motion-
triggered images missed 17% of medium-sized mammals observed on videos. They recommend using
multiple cameras within the underpass as a means to reduce detection errors. In this study, we used two
cameras under large tunnels where possible, but often could not sample the entire tunnel viewshed given
the extensive time needed to review camera data streams. Still, our multi-year sampling period resulted
in a robust camera effort and our estimated sample coverage indicated a low probability of observing
new species not already detected in the dataset. When attempting to observe rare crossing behavior with
cameras, our results suggest that intensive and extended sampling effort per site may be required.

Camera studies that target areas near human activity risk theft that can limit attempts to achieve the
needed sampling effort. Often researchers sacrifice ideal camera views or sites in addition to time and
money in efforts to avoid camera theft (Meek et al. 2018). Easy access and theft along ATV routes limited
the temporal and spatial coverage of our cameras. As a result, sampling effort was minimal at Mojave
River Overflow and tunnel views of Rocky Wash. We recommend collaboration with local transportation
agencies to attach cameras directly to underpass structures out of reach of visitors in regularly accessed
areas. Despite incomplete camera surveys at these locations, we similarly expect desert bighorn avoid
using these underpasses based on extensive GPS data from animals collared adjacent to these sites
throughout 2014–2021 (Prentice et al. 2018; Aiello et al. 2023; Dekelaita et al. 2023).

Our low rate of desert bighorn detections and lack of confirmed underpass use mirrors the results of
other underpass studies where focal structures were not designed for bighorn sheep. Murphy-Mariscal et
al. (2015) similarly documented bighorn sheep near underpasses along highways fragmenting habitat,
but never using them, despite documented use by other large mammals like mule deer and mountain
lion. Numerous studies of underpasses in Arizona suggest that tunnel openness and location may largely
affect the frequency of bighorn use (Crabb and Bristow 2015; Gagnon et al. 2017, 2022); pre-existing
structures that lack the ideal combination of these two factors tend not to be used or are used rarely by
rams, which are more prone to risk-taking and inter-mountain movements than ewes (Bleich et al. 1997;



Dekelaita et al. 2023). Many ungulate species appear to be sensitive to structural details and prefer
underpasses with open characteristics (wide and/or tall spaces with short tunnels) (Denneboom et al.
2021; Jensen et al. 2022). In our study area, we found that underpasses located in more appropriate
habitat for bighorn were often smaller structures with long tunnels like culvert A (Table S1, Figs. 2D and
4), and thus were less suitable for bighorn.

Movement toward a high-disturbance area along a busy roadside is a risky behavior that may or may not
result in access to novel resources. Less-than-ideal underpass structures may be perceived as more
dangerous and tip the scales in favor of staying put. Trade-offs between risks and rewards have been
documented in several ungulate species, including desert bighorn (Bleich et al. 1997; Leblond et al.
2007; Lowrey et al. 2019; Poulin et al. 2023). If bighorn perceive available underpasses as high-risk
areas, crossings may be more likely when local resources (water, forage, or mates) are absent or in
decline, and incentives strong enough to outweigh the risks (Bleich et al. 2016). Though conditions
during our study did not trigger observable underpass use, roadkill observed nearby suggest local
bighorn were not wholly avoiding risky travel between fragmented habitat. During the study, two
uncollared rams died attempting to cross I-15 and I-40 at-grade; both carcasses were found within 760
and 240 m of a monitored underpass (Aiello et al. 2023). Reported roadkill rates largely underestimate
actual wildlife-vehicle collision and wildlife crossing rates (Huijser et al. 2008), so these events may
indicate additional crossing attempts, and enough incentive to risk movement across a major highway.

Of the monitored underpasses, Willow Springs Wash had the best (though still not ideal) combination of
location, terrain, and bridge characteristics to encourage bighorn use. We documented bighorn
approaching this bridge from both sides, and the slightly larger bridge opening may be enough for less-
wary rams. Indeed, GPS collared bighorn—both male and female—may have used this structure to cross
I-40 multiple times in 2015, though the data resolution was too coarse to confirm these as underpass or
at-grade crossings (Prentice et al. 2018). Successful use of the Willow Springs bridge, however, does not
avoid road crossings entirely; bighorn would need to cross another smaller road (Kelbaker Rd) to
complete their travel between preferred habitat. Kelbaker Road is a two-lane 55 mph road used to access
Mojave National Preserve and Mojave Trails National Monument, as well as to travel between Southern
California cities and Las Vegas. Bleich et al. (2016) observed both male and female bighorn successfully
cross sections of Kelbaker Road within the preserve from 1986 – 1990, but annual traffic counts on
Kelbaker have tripled since the late 1990s, despite extended road closures in recent years (NPS,
https://irma.nps.gov, accessed 19 Jan 2024). Notably, vehicle strikes have killed bighorn attempting to
cross Kelbaker Rd while moving between rocky hillsides near Willow Springs Wash (CDFW, unpub. data).
Even if bighorn currently use this underpass to move under I-40, relying on this crossing structure alone
for connectivity continues to risk vehicle-caused mortality as well as driver safety near the intersection of
I-40 and Kelbaker Rd.

Our efforts to attract bighorn to crossing structures with new water sources did not prove effective within
the timeframe of this study. Extensive research shows that water sources influence desert bighorn
movement and distribution (Epps et al. 2004; Longshore et al. 2009; Bleich et al. 2010; Glass et al.
2022), and availability of influential resources can promote tolerance of human disturbed areas
(Anderson et al. 2017; Lowrey and Longshore 2017). We suspect bighorn along I-40 may need more time
to locate and use new guzzlers or may have little incentive to use them if preferred water sources are
nearby. Desert bighorn can adapt to novel water sources within weeks to months of their availability
(Campbell and Remington 1979; Leslie and Douglas 1979), but acclimation rates appear highly variable
and can take up to 3–7 years (Gunn 2000; N. W. Darby, NPS, unpublished data). Over longer timeframes,



water near underpasses may increase crossings, but we saw no positive trend of this approach after two
years.

Where increased connectivity is desired, we recommend construction of new or highly modified crossing
structures at regularly approached locations in combination with fencing to funnel animals toward
crossing structures (Dodd et al. 2007). Of all our sites, bighorn approached culvert A most often, and
have attempted to cross I-40 at-grade at this location. Bighorn regularly move past this structure to
access an important water source, yet we suspect they do not use the culvert due to its long and small
tunnel. Converting this culvert to a large open underpass or ideally building an overpass at this location
in combination with fencing along I-40 between Willow Springs and Marble Wash would surely improve
safe passage rates for bighorn. In other areas of our study, bighorn approach rates were lower—possibly
due to poor location relative to bighorn habitat preferences (Fig. 4). Efforts to improve connectivity in
these areas should locate structures closer to predicted bighorn movement corridors (Aiello et al. 2023),
and ideally build overpasses instead of underpasses to facilitate both ewe and ram use that would allow
for both gene flow and re-colonization events (Creech et al. 2014). Gagnon et al. (2022) demonstrated
that carefully located and designed wildlife crossing structures can result in movement across highways
that far exceeds crossing and roadkill rates observed without mitigation. Bighorn connectivity in our
study region has similar potential – simulations estimate that movement rates between habitat
fragmented by I-15 and I-40 could be three times higher without highway barriers than present
conditions (Aiello et al. 2023). Future actions to improve the design and location of available crossing
structures can help alleviate some of these connectivity losses.
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